These workshops will introduce the Chinese AP exam and themes to Chinese DLI teachers including upper level of elementary teachers, secondary teachers, new DLI 5/AP teachers, and experienced AP teachers, to better assess students’ proficiency level based on ACTFL proficiency guideline and AP scoring guidelines.

Through varied design approaches, teachers of all grade levels will be encouraged to work together to form a pipeline from elementary school all the way to high school in order to help students be ready for their AP exam.

Attending any one of these two workshops will receive USBE credits.

**July 20-21 (online)**

Participants may receive credits through MIDAS course number #58072 Section 1; 1 USBE credit.

Online Workshops: for all elementary teachers, secondary teachers & new AP teachers. Virtual Zoom meetings will be arranged either in the early morning or late afternoon to accommodate guest teachers’ time zone in China.

**July 22-23 (on campus or online)**

Participants may receive credits through MIDAS course number #58072 Section 2; 1 USBE credit.

In-Person or Online Workshop: for DLI 5 and AP teachers, from 9am-4pm daily, at the University of Utah campus, specific location TBA.

L2trec.utah.edu/news/2020-summer-teacher-ap-workshop-chinese.php
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